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ABSTRACT

Ocean circulation responses to interhemispheric radiative imbalance can

damp north-south migrations of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ),

by reducing the burden on atmospheric heat transport. The role of the At-

lantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) in such dynamics has not

received much attention. Here, we show coupled climate modeling results that

suggest AMOC responses are of first order importance to muting ITCZ shift

magnitudes as a pair of solar forcing bands is moved from equatorial to polar

latitudes. The cross-equatorial energy transport response to the same amount

of interhemispheric forcing becomes systematically more ocean-centric when

higher latitudes are perturbed in association with strengthening AMOC re-

sponses. In contrast, the responses of the Pacific Subtropical Cell are not

monotonic and cannot predict this variance in the ITCZ’s equilibrium posi-

tion. Overall these results highlight the importance of the meridional distri-

bution of interhemispheric radiative imbalance and the rich buffering of in-

ternal feedbacks that occurs in dynamical versus thermodynamic slab ocean

modeling experiments. Mostly, the result implies that the problem of devel-

oping a theory of ITCZ migration is entangled with that of understanding the

AMOC’s response to hemispherically asymmetric radiative forcing—a diffi-

cult topic deserving of focused analysis across more climate models.
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1. Introduction27

The intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) is a band of intense rainfall encircling most of the28

tropics, roughly coinciding with the ascending branch of the Hadley Cell. Even a minor shift of its29

location (or change of its intensity) matters to society as this can result in major fluctuations of re-30

gional water availability in the tropics as well as impacting the extratropics through changes in the31

frequency of tropical cyclones (Dunstone et al. 2013; Merlis et al. 2013) and shifts of the midlati-32

tude jet (Ceppi et al. 2013; Cvijanovic et al. 2013). The zonal-mean position of the ITCZ is largely33

constrained by interhemispheric energy imbalance of the atmosphere because the thermally-direct34

Hadley cell transports heat following the direction of its upper branch (i.e. the energetics frame-35

work; see Schneider et al. (2014) and Kang et al. (2018) for reviews). That is, the ITCZ resides in36

the warmer hemisphere so that its upper branch crosses the equator, helping transport heat to the37

colder hemisphere. Transient ITCZ migrations toward an anomalously warmed hemisphere can38

occur in response to external forcing over a multitude of timescales, from seasonal to millennial39

(Donohoe et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2014).40

It is imperative to better understand such ITCZ shift dynamics, and especially the role of the41

ocean, which has been receiving increased attention. Recent global climate model (GCM) experi-42

ments have shown that oceanic dynamics can damp ITCZ shift responses to high-latitude forcing43

by imposed cloud brightness (Kay et al. 2016), ocean albedo (Hawcroft et al. 2016), sea-ice cover44

(Tomas et al. 2016), and stratospheric aerosols (Hawcroft et al. 2018). This is in contrast to studies45

that do not include ocean dynanmics (e.g. Chiang and Bitz 2005; Broccoli et al. 2006; Kang et al.46

2008) which exhibit more pronounced ITCZ shifts to extratropical forcings. This occurs since47

perturbations to interhemispheric energy balance need not be restored by the atmosphere alone in48

a dynamic ocean coupled GCM; they can also be mediated by changes in oceanic heat transport.49
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The mechanical coupling between the Hadley cell and the oceanic subtropical cell (STC) via zonal50

surface wind stress has been attributed to one such damping effect (Held 2001; Schneider et al.51

2014; Green and Marshall 2017; Schneider 2017; Kang et al. 2018). But the role of STC damping52

relative to other potentially important oceanic damping pathways, such as the Atlantic meridional53

overturning circulation (AMOC), remains unclear. Yet theoretical arguments that the AMOC is54

fundamental to controlling the annual mean ITCZ location (Frierson et al. 2013; Marshall et al.55

2014) motivate its potential importance.56

Several modeling studies already suggest important links between the AMOC and the ITCZ57

position. It has been known for decades that coupled GCM experiments subjected to freshwater58

hosing in the North Atlantic exhibit southward shifts of the ITCZ in association with a weakened59

AMOC (Manabe and Stouffer 1995; Vellinga and Wood 2002; Zhang and Delworth 2005; Chang60

et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010; Drijfhout 2010). More recently, Fukar et al. (2013) argued that61

AMOC-type circulations determine the zonal-mean ITCZ position in an idealized limited-domain62

coupled GCM. Building on this work, Frierson et al. (2013) and Marshall et al. (2014) showed63

the ITCZ position’s annual mean tendency to lie north of the equator is a result of AMOC heat64

transport, using a combination of slab ocean aquaplanet and idealized global coupled GCM, along65

with observational analysis. Other studies allude to an important role of the AMOC in the ITCZ66

shift response to aerosol clean-up projected over the 21st century. For instance, the projected67

northward ITCZ shift due to relative warming of the North Atlantic from regional aerosol clean-68

up is shown to be smaller in the Atlantic than in the Pacific (Rotstayn et al. 2015; Allen 2015) and69

counteracted by weakening of AMOC (i.e. cooling of the North Atlantic), ultimately muting the70

shift of annual-mean ITCZ position (AA and Frierson 2017).71

The above studies all hint at the potential for ITCZ shifts to be modulated by the AMOC’s72

response to external radiative forcing. But questions remain about how significant this AMOC-73
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linked pathway is. Indeed, much is yet to be discovered about how the AMOC responds in general74

to geographically structured radiative forcing at top of atmosphere, as can occur through latitudi-75

nally sensitive cloud feedbacks to climate change, or some volcanoes, or through geoengineering76

by solar radiation management. Yet this may have implications for ITCZ shift dynamics.77

We hypothesize that the AMOC can play an important role for muting ITCZ shift in this con-78

text. Conceptually this is based on the fact that on long (greater than interannual) timescales the79

AMOC variability is driven by thermodynamic forcing (Buckley and Marshall 2016). This is in80

contrast to wind-driven variations in other circulation components such as the STC, whose vari-81

ability is mainly driven by mechanical forcing via surface wind stress (JP and Lu 1994; Liu and82

Philander 1995). A consequence of mechanical coupling in the STC is that the cross-equatorial83

atmospheric and oceanic energy transports must positively covary (as illustrated in Fig. 1a and b).84

That is, the partitioning between atmospheric and oceanic responses cannot vary much through85

the STC coupling, assuming oceanic thermal structures do not change much. The AMOC is not86

subject to this mechanical constraint; rather its heat transport has the capacity to covary negatively87

with a given top-of-atmosphere heating imbalance (as illustrated in Fig. 1c and d). Thus, if the88

AMOC responded sensitively to the details of how a hemispherically asymmetric external forcing89

were geographically distributed, this could potentially act as an efficient control on ITCZ shift90

damping efficiency, associated with changes in the overall ocean-atmosphere partitioning of the91

cross-equatorial energy transport response.92

To probe this issue, we present results from a coupled climate model experiment, in which we93

artificially alter the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) energy budget through solar radiation modulation94

focused in discrete latitudinal bands at varying distances from the equator (Fig. 2a). The TOA95

insolation is perturbed to induce a northward heat transport by increasing (decreasing) the solar96

constant in the southern (northern) hemisphere. Such a perturbation is introduced at four dif-97
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ferent latitudinal bands (TROP, SUBTROP, MIDLAT, and HIGHLAT) occupying an equal area98

to examine partitioning responses to the different forcing locations. One additional experiment99

perturbing the whole hemisphere at a quarter of the magnitude (i.e. identical interhemispheric100

power asymmetry) is also performed (WHOLE). TOA forcing allows freedom for the simulated101

climate system to internally select its preferred partitioning of heat transport responses between102

the atmosphere and ocean (and, within the ocean, between AMOC vs. other ocean circulation103

components). Our forcing is in some ways similar to Mechoso et al. (2016) (solar flux alteration)104

and Haywood et al. (2016); Hawcroft et al. (2018) (stratospheric aerosol management), but also105

with three notable differences—(i) we only perturb non-UV part of solar radiation to avoid a di-106

rect stratospheric perturbation, (ii) we avoid net global perturbation by introducing both solar flux107

source and sink, and (iii) we integrate for long enough to sample AMOC responses (200 years,108

compared to 20 (Haywood et al. 2016), 25 (Mechoso et al. 2016), and 80 (Hawcroft et al. 2018)109

years).110

Consistent with our hypothesis, the results will reveal a strong correlation between the mag-111

nitude of AMOC responses and the meridional distribution of interhemispheric forcing, which112

in turn explains a large degree of variance in the degree of ITCZ shift response that occurs at113

equilibrium.114

2. Method115

a. GCM simulations116

The Community Earth System Model (CESM) version 1.2.2. (Hurrell et al. 2013) is used,117

configured with interactive atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice components in a preindustrial ex-118

periment mode initialized with a spun-up ocean (i.e. the standard “B 1850 CAM5” component119
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set). A set of five experiments that induce interhemispheric energy imbalance at top of the sim-120

ulated atmosphere (TOA), but in different latitude ranges, by dividing each hemisphere into four121

zonal bands of equal area, eg. tropical, subtropical, mid-latitude, and high-latitude zones. The122

four experiments are called TROP, SUBTROP, MIDLAT and HIGHLAT hereafter. In addition,123

we perform an extra experiment (WHOLE) of which the whole hemisphere is perturbed but at124

a quarter magnitude in order to keep the area-integrated perturbation identical to other cases. A125

control simulation (CTRL) is conducted with no perturbation for the same period as experimental126

simulations. In each test, we introduce an artificial incoming non-UV shortwave energy source127

/ sink pair at the TOA in the southern / northern hemisphere, of magnitude 17 W m�2 in annual128

mean—by multiplying a constant factor, not adding, in order to prevent exceedingly high pertur-129

bation during winter. Our decision to position our forcing at TOA is attractive philosophically130

as it maximizes the simulated climate system’s freedom to excite internal feedbacks and to inter-131

nally select the partitioning of the meridional energy transport response between atmosphere and132

ocean. Each simulation is integrated for 200 years, but the last 150 years of simulations are used133

for the analysis in this paper, unless otherwise noted. Model simulation output and model code134

modification are available upon request.135

b. Meridional energy transport calculation136

The total (atmospheric plus oceanic) meridional heat transport, F , is calculated as137

F(f) =�
Z p/2

f

Z 2p

0


RTOA �

∂ (EA)

∂ t
� ∂ (EO)

∂ t

�
a2cosfdqdf ,

where RTOA is a residual radiative flux at TOA, EA (EO) is a column energy storage of atmosphere138

(ocean), a is the Earth radius, and q and f are longitude and latitude, respectively. Zonally-139

integrated meridional oceanic heat transport, FO, is directly calculated from the ocean model by140
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summing advective and diffusive fluxes over depth and longitude at each latitude. Meridional141

atmospheric heat transport, FA, is calculated as a residual, e.g. FA = F �FO.142

c. Oceanic heat transport decomposition143

Cross-equatorial OHT is decomposed into into its dynamic (TctrlDu), thermodynamic (uctrlDT ),144

and nonlinear components (DuDT ),145

D(uT ) = TctrlDu +uctrlDT +DuDT,

where u is meridional velocity, T is temperature, D(· · ·) = (· · ·)exp � (· · ·)ctrl , and subscript exp146

(ctrl) means experiment (control) simulation result.147

d. Tropical precipitation asymmetry index (PAI)148

Following Hwang and Frierson (2013), precipitation asymmetry index is calculated as the area-149

weighted mean precipitation rate difference between north (0� to 20�N) and south (20�S to 0�),150

then normalized by the area-weighted mean precipitation rate of the whole tropics (20�S to 20�N).151

Accordingly, the PAI captures the relative strength of the two solstice season ITCZ positions, as152

which we define the position of annual-mean ITCZ. The responses of PAI are well-correlated153

with that of the tropical precipitation centroid (Fig. S1), which is another popular measure of154

annual-mean ITCZ position.155

3. Results156

We begin by analyzing the annual-mean ITCZ precipitation response across the experiment en-157

semble using the last 150-year average. A southward ITCZ “shift”, a term we will use as shorthand158

to describe an increase (decrease) in intensity of the southern (northern) zonal-mean, annual-mean159

rainfall band, is observed in all cases, as expected by the northward cross-equatorial atmospheric160
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heat transport (AHT) response to warming (cooling) the southern (northern) hemisphere. How-161

ever, its magnitude monotonically decreases as the forcing bands are moved poleward (Fig. 2b).162

This differing ITCZ shift response occurs despite the fact that the magnitude of incoming solar163

forcing asymmetry is constrained to be identical across the experiments. This implies that either164

(i) latitudinally varying internal radiative feedbacks modify the effective magnitude of the asym-165

metric forcing across experiments; and/or (ii) the cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport (OHT)166

response is sensitive to the geographic details of the forcing. While the effective forcing (i.e.167

including radiative feedbacks), which mostly determines the cross-equatorial total heat transport168

since oceanic heat content change is very small (Fig. 3), does show some variation across exper-169

iments, there is remarkably little spread in its net interhemispheric asymmetry (Fig. 2b) with a170

range of 2.90–3.38 W m�2 as a result of compensating internal radiative feedbacks (Fig. 3). This171

is interestingly inconsistent with the results of Seo et al. (2014), in which latitudinally sensitive172

cloud feedbacks are able to exert strong control of AHT due to the use of a slab ocean model;173

the implication is that dynamic oceanic buffering is important to this issue. For our own purposes174

the main point is that such internal radiative feedback can only explain about 0.12 PW spread175

in the total (oceanic plus atmospheric) cross-equatorial heat transport response, arguing against176

(i). In contrast the spread of AHT alone is much larger (Fig. 2c), implying that variability in177

the annual-mean ITCZ shift response is mainly driven by variability in OHT responses across the178

experiments.179

So far we have found that the cross-equatorial heat transport partitioning between ocean and180

atmosphere becomes a key factor that determines the magnitude of ITCZ shift in our experiments:181

When interhemispherically asymmetric solar forcing is concentrated at higher latitudes, the par-182

titioning of the coupled response becomes more ocean-centric and thus the ITCZ shift response183

becomes more muted. The question naturally arises as to why.184
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Before proceeding, we first confirm that it is appropriate to view relationships between AHT and185

ITCZ across our experiments through an energetics framework. This acknowledges that there can186

be special cases where such a framework can be inappropriate, for instance if the heat transport187

efficiency of the Hadley circulation (i.e. the gross moist stibility, GMS) dominates spread in the188

AHT response (Seo et al. 2017) or if the eddy heat transport dominates spread in the time mean189

Hadley circulation heat transport (Roberts et al. 2016). However, in our case, the cross-equatorial190

AHT response is a good proxy for a zonal-mean ITCZ shift response. A tight linear relationship191

between the cross-equatorial AHT and the mean meridional circulation (Hadley circulation) re-192

sponses show GMS responses are secondary (Fig. 4), and the eddy heat transport (transient plus193

stationary) responses are much weaker than Hadley cell heat transport and scale with the strength194

of Hadley circulation (Fig. 5). Thus a time-mean energetics framework is appropriate to apply in195

our analysis.196

Fig. 6 shows that Atlantic dynamics play a leading role in driving the tendency towards a more197

ocean-centric energy transport response with higher latitude forcing. To understand the role of198

each ocean, the basin-specific OHT responses are decomposed into dynamic and thermodynamic199

components (Fig. 6). The OHT responses to changing the latitudinal position of hemispherically200

asymmetric forcing are mostly driven by dynamic changes, not thermodynamic. But different201

ocean basins respond differently. Only the Atlantic shows a clear monotonic sensitivity across202

experiments in line with the global OHT sensitivity. In contrast, the Pacific-Indian OHT does203

not exhibit a monotonic sensitivity, except during the transition from SUBTROP to MIDLAT,204

during which both Atlantic and Pacific-Indian basins show comparable OHT increases. Despite205

the fact that the absolute magnitude of the Atlantic OHT response is generally smaller than that of206

the Pacific-Indian, normalized by its respective basin width the Atlantic is a much more efficient207

energy transporter (yellow dots in Fig. 6) and seems to play a controlling role in the experiments.208
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This draws our analysis toward the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), as the209

main dynamical pathway of meridional oceanic heat transport in the Atlantic. Consistent with the210

Atlantic OHT, the AMOC response becomes monotonically stronger as the solar forcing bands are211

moved poleward (Fig. 7a). Transient analysis shows this monotonic sorting with forcing latitude212

emerges within 30 years (Fig. 8a) and persists for two centuries amidst internal variability. There213

is reassuring consistency in the unsteady evolution of the anomalous Atlantic OHT and AMOC214

strength (Fig. 8a and b).215

Unlike the AMOC responses, the Pacific-Indian STC responses do not exhibit a monotonic sen-216

sitivity with implications for total cross-equatorial OHT (Fig. 8c). While tantalizing changes in217

the STC circulation response do occur (Fig. 7b, and hemispherically asymmetric component in218

Fig. S2), no associated cross-equatorial OHT responses are detectable (Fig. 8d). This implies219

internal compensations in the structure of the shallow overturning circulation’s response buffer its220

overall interhemispheric energetics. The buffering mechanisms are case specific. For instance, in221

HIGHLAT, despite the fact that a weakening of the STC mass circulation response might act to222

reduce its OHT relative to CTRL, this is compensated by a deepening of the circulation indicating223

increasing vertical thermal contrast—in turn implying more efficient heat transport per unit over-224

turning circulation, thus acting to increase OHT in resistance to the weaker circulation. A separate225

mechanism buffers the TROP experiment, via spinup of a strong cross-equatorial roll-type circu-226

lation near the equator (Miyama et al. 2003) that acts against weakened STC mass circulation, in227

this case through a mechanism that is independent of the STC’s depth.228

Different timescale between Pacific and Atlantic Mechanism229

In Fig. 9, scatter plots of key predictors of tropical precipitation asymmetry both within ex-230

periments (i.e. dots of one color) and across experiments (i.e. dots spanning multiple colors)231
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provide an especially compact way to contrast the differing roles of the two ocean basins on mul-232

tidecadal (top) vs. interannual (bottom) timescales. On long timescales, the decomposition of233

the global relationship between PAI and OHT shows that the Atlantic clearly controls the equi-234

librium state response to the TOA forcing (monotonic color ranking along statistically significant235

inter-experiment regression line in Fig. 9a, b), whereas the Pacific-Indian OHT cannot detectably236

predict global PAI variance within noise (Fig. 9c). However, on short timescales, a robust re-237

gression is detected within each experiment between Pacific-Indian OHT and global PAI (colored238

regression lines in Fig. 9d, f). This timescale separation between the two ocean basins is robust to239

variations of the exact running mean windows used to discriminate short- from long-term behav-240

ior, although the long-term Atlantic correlation reaches its maximum around a 10-year averaging241

window (Fig. 9g).242

The opposite signs of the PAI–OHT correlation for the Atlantic (across experiments) versus243

the Pacific-Indian (within experiments) illustrate the fundamental difference of AMOC vs. STC244

freedom to damp ITCZ shifts that was alluded to in the introduction and Fig. 1. Keeping in mind245

that a more negative PAI implies a more southward ITCZ position and a more positive (northward)246

cross-equatorial AHT (Fig. 10), the regressions in Fig. 9 show that Atlantic OHT negatively247

covaries with AHT, whereas Pacific-Indian OHT positively covaries with AHT. This confirms248

our hypothesis that an AMOC response has the capacity to be an efficient ITCZ shift damping249

mechanism, as it can significantly alter the partitioning between atmospheric and oceanic heat250

transport.251

We note that the cross-experiment correlation between the PAI and the Atlantic OHTeq responses252

(Fig. 9b) does not depend on the fact that the magnitude of effective forcing (forcing + radiative253

feedbacks)—which dictates the total heat transport (TotalHT) magnitude—happens to have been254

similar across our experiments (e.g. Fig. 2c). While the response magnitudes of DAHTeq and255
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DOHTeq are constrained by the effective forcing magnitude (DAHTeq +DOHTeq = DTotalHTeq),256

the partitioning between DAHTeq and DOHTeq is not, i.e.257

DAHTeq

DTotalHTeq
+

DOHTeq

DTotalHTeq
= 1, (1)

implying that the negative covariance between the normalized quantities is guaranteed despite the258

fact that the covariance of the un-normalized quantities depends on the magnitude of DTotalHTeq.259

Assuming that the Hadley Circulation heat transport dominates the cross-equatorial atmospheric260

heat transport (DAHTeq = DAHTHC
eq +DAHTEDDY

eq ⇡ DAHTHC
eq ; Fig. 5), that the cross-equatorial261

oceanic heat transport is mostly driven by two overturning circulations (DOHTeq ⇡ DOHTSTC
eq +262

DOHTAMOC
eq ), and that AHTHC

eq and OHTSTC
eq are coupled (DOHTSTC

eq ⇡ aDAHTHC
eq ; Held (2001)),263

Eq. 1 can be simplified to264

(1+a)
DAHTHC

eq

DTotalHTeq
+

DOHTAMOC
eq

DTotalHTeq
= 1, (2)

where the superscripts HC, EDDY, STC, and AMOC denote heat transport components due to the265

Hadley Circulation, eddies, the subtropical cell, and the Atlantic meridional circulation, respec-266

tively, and a is a positive definite function. Accordingly, we expect to see a similarly tight, if not267

tighter, correlation when normalizing OHTeq by the effective forcing magnitude; indeed this is268

confirmed in Fig. S3.269

4. Discussion270

The many internal feedbacks in our experiments have led to behaviors worth contrasting against271

the intuition gained from slab ocean modeling setups, which would not have predicted them. For272

instance, using a slab-ocean coupled GCM forced by a prescribed oceanic heat transport, Seo et al.273

(2014) showed amplifying TOA energy imbalance and hence a larger ITCZ shift with higher lati-274

tude perturbation, and explained this as a result of net positive SST–low cloud, SST–outgoing long-275
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wave radiation (OLR) feedbacks. Despite the fact that similar SST-mediated radiative feedbacks276

also exist in our study, we observe a TOA energy imbalance that is largely insensitive to forcing277

latitude. This can be traced to the fact that we observe a much weaker SST response magnitude278

(Fig. 11a) in our more heavily buffered system. For instance, our SST response for HIGHLAT is279

about 3 K, but this is an order of magnitude smaller than Seo el al. (20–80 K) despite the fact that280

their forcing magnitude is only 1.64 times larger than in our experiment. A decomposition of the281

details shows that for our high latitude forcing cases (MIDLAT and HIGHLAT), the SST–OLR282

negative feedback actually wins over the positive SST-low cloud feedback. This underscores that283

important positive feedbacks that were not included in the setup of Seo et al. (2014) ended up284

playing leading roles in our high latitude forcing cases (Fig. 3). One likely culprit is the positive285

ice–albedo feedback, which counteracts the negative SST–OLR feedback. It is unclear whether286

the resilient net TOA response across our simulations is a coincidence, or an intrinsic feature of287

the Earth’s climate system in the limit of fully interactive radiative/convective/SST feedbacks; this288

could be worth more study. Regardless, our findings about partitioning do not depend on the net289

TOA response magnitude having turned out this way (Fig. 9 and Fig. S3).290

Meanwhile, the damped SST response in our simulations highlights the importance of the ocean291

circulation’s role in the global energy budget. Ocean dynamics limit excessive local storage of292

heat near the surface by redistributing it vertically and horizontally. We have focused on the293

striking role of overturning circulations in this regard, but the role of gyre circulations would also294

be an interesting direction for future work to further understand the ocean’s role in ITCZ shift295

buffering. While the subtropical gyre circulations do not participate much in the direct (advective)296

heat exchange across the equator, they can non-locally affect both the atmospheric and oceanic297

column energy budgets via SST-dependent feedbacks, such as through SST–low cloud feedbacks298
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modulated by gyre currents that carry anomalously heated surface water away from radiative action299

centers (Mechoso et al. 2016). Indeed, such linkages occur in our experiments (Fig. 11).300

It is worth commenting on the utility of using a theoretical framework pinned on equatorial301

atmospheric net energy input (NEIeq) to interpret our simulations. NEIeq has been argued to deter-302

mine the sensitivity of the latitude of the zonal-mean ITCZ (fITCZ) to a given magnitude of AHTeq303

perturbation, i.e. fITCZ ⇠ AHTeq
NEIeq

(Bischoff and Schneider 2014). NEIeq is also known to correlate304

with the hemispherically symmetric component of tropical precipitation biases including the dou-305

ble ITCZ bias (Adam et al. 2016, 2017). We hypothesize that variations in the NEIeq response to306

solar forcing do not play a leading role in our experiments based on the quasi-linear relationship307

between interannual PAI vs. global OHTeq responses (Fig. 9d, f). Consistent with this view, the308

fractional response of NEIeq is much smaller than that of AHTeq (Fig. 12). However, we acknowl-309

edge that effects of NEIeq are important and may be responsible for the deviation from the linear310

regression line, since changes in NEIeq can cause ITCZ shifts independent of changes in AHTeq.311

An obvious limitation of this study is the use of a single climate model, which raises the ques-312

tion of whether similar responses should be expected in other climate models. On the one hand,313

a satisfying answer on inter-model spread will only be gleaned from focused intercomparison,314

which will be forthcoming via a new Extratropical-Tropical Interaction Model Intercomparison315

Project. This community activity will include analysis of atmosphere-ocean partitioning of the en-316

ergy transport response to extratropical TOA perturbation [Sarah Kang, personal communication,317

2017]. On the other hand, it is also already logical to expect some degree of similar responses to318

occur across independent models. Despite the fact that the temporal mean structure and variabil-319

ity of the AMOC varies widely among Coupled Model Intercomparison Project version 3 and 5320

(CMIP3 and 5) models (Medhaug and Furevik 2011; Zhang and Wang 2013; Muir and Fedorov321

2015), the AMOC’s response to differing forms of radiative forcing tends to share a common sign.322
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Across CMIP5 models, anthropogenic CO2 forcing tends to weaken the AMOC (Gregory et al.323

2005; Cheng et al. 2013), and volcanic aerosol forcing strengthens it (Ding et al. 2014) while also324

shifting the ITCZ towards the hemisphere opposite to eruption (Iles and Hegerl 2014). Anthro-325

pogenic aerosol forcing has also been shown to strengthen the AMOC across a set of independent326

studies that used different coupled GCMs (e.g. GFDL CM2.1 (Delworth and Dixon 2006), CSIRO327

Mk2.1 (Cowan and Cai 2013), and HadGEM2-ES (Menary et al. 2013)). Especially considering328

that our TOA solar perturbation shares some similarities to a geographically confined aerosol ra-329

diative forcing, these are all reasons to expect the sensitivity we have shown in CESM should be330

detectable in other CMIP5-class climate models.331

Another limitation of this work is that it does not attempt to fully attribute the mechanistic path-332

way connecting regional TOA solar forcing to varying degrees of AMOC response. While beyond333

scope, we view it as an interesting topic worthy of future work, via process analysis focused on334

subducting regions. As expected from cooling of the North Atlantic, positive regional anomalies of335

surface ocean density over the Labrador Sea deep water formation region lead AMOC responses336

in all our experiments (Fig. 13). But the origin of these density perturbations in the Labrador337

Sea is not immediately obvious, especially in the case of low-latitude forcing experiments where338

solar perturbations are applied away from the deep water formation regions. Relevant processes339

are likely to include advection of buoyancy anomalies through subtropical and subpolar gyres340

and regional meteorological changes via tropical-extratropical teleconnection. Future work fo-341

cusing on these mechanistic process chains might help contribute to further understanding of the342

AMOC–ITCZ nexus. Another caveat of our experimental design is that the TROP forcing some-343

what awkwardly attempts to force a sharp thermal gradient near the equator. On the one hand,344

the actual near-equatorial SST gradient response of this subexperiment is not an outlier relative to345

our other simulations, which suggests sharp thermal gradients are efficiently buffered by dynamics346
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that must resist them near the equator (Fig. 14). Nonetheless, future iterations of this experiment347

design would benefit from avoiding this technical issue.348

A final limitation is our use of idealized, geographically localized forcing bands to probe the349

coupled system’s dynamics. It is natural to wonder to what degree this informs understanding of350

the system’s sensitivity to more realistic sources of interhemispherically asymmetric solar forcing351

like volcanoes or geo-engineering. In this context we suggest it may be possible to think of our352

experiments as akin to Green?s functions, or kernels, in that they have some demonstrable additive353

utility. That is, the results of the WHOLE experiment, in which we perturb each entire hemisphere354

at one quarter the power magnitude of the four regional sub-experiments, reproduces to a remark-355

able degree the linear average of those four experiments’ independent responses (e.g. Figs. 6, 7,356

and 3). This implies some generality beyond our idealized setup that could be practically rele-357

vant to many realistic forcing contexts; the idea of kernels summarizing these dynamics is worth358

exploring more.359

Notwithstanding such limitations, one implication of our results relates to improving tropical360

rainfall biases in coupled GCMs. Our results, along with recent coupled GCM studies (Kay et al.361

2016; Hawcroft et al. 2016, 2018), seem to challenge the notion that high-latitude cloud radiative362

biases play a controlling role on biases of tropical precipitation, a view that has been supported363

by correlations across CMIP5 models(Hwang and Frierson 2013). Our experiments imply the op-364

posite, given that the AMOC response can provide an efficient buffer to ITCZ shifts when hemi-365

spherically asymmetric radiative forcing biases are concentrated at high latitudes. The reduction of366

this oceanic buffering pathway when the same interhemispheric forcing is focused at low latitudes367

implies that even a small bias in cloud radiative forcing near the tropics might induce a strong at-368

mospheric (ITCZ shift) response. This appears consistent with the findings of Xiang et al. (2017)369

who argued that across CMIP5 models, the degree of the double ITCZ bias of coupled models is370
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better predicted by the hemispheric asymmetry of their net TOA shortwave fluxes near the tropics371

in atmosphere-only simulations, than by those in the extratropics. It also evokes the findings of372

Mechoso et al. (2016) who showed stratocumulus cloud biases in the subtropics can overwhelm373

modifications to southern ocean radiative forcing. Together, these results support renewed focus374

on improving low-latitude radiation biases towards improving tropical precipitation.375

5. Conclusion376

We have shown results from a comprehensive global climate model that reveals the AMOC can377

be especially important in setting the degree to which ocean dynamics act to damp radiatively378

forced migrations of the zonal-mean ITCZ. This effect becomes strong when an interhemispheri-379

cally asymmetric forcing is focused at high latitudes, highlighting the importance of the meridional380

distribution of shortwave radiative forcing in such dynamics. The main implication is that ongoing381

attempts to develop ITCZ migration theory that includes the role of buffering by ocean dynamics382

may ultimately depend on a satisfying theory for the AMOC’s response to radiative forcing, and383

its links to the ITCZ. Another practical implication for near-term GCM development is that fixing384

low-latitude TOA radiative biases in climate models might be a more practical strategy towards385

improving tropical rainfall biases than fixing high-latitude biases.386
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FIG. 1. Schematics of ITCZ shift damping mechanisms involved with (a, b) the subtropical cell, versus

(c, d) the Atlantic meridional overturning cell. Red vertical arrows denote a hemispherically asymmetric top-

of-atmosphere net radiative perturbation, and blue lines the associated zonal-mean overturning streamline re-

sponses. (Top) The subtropical cell (STC) and Hadley cell (HC) are mechanically coupled via zonal surface

wind stress such that the STC and HC overturn in the same direction with similar response partitioning. In this

limit a spinup of the STC (b) must associate with a spinup of the HC and enhanced demand from additional

interhemispheric forcing. (Bottom) In contrast, the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is not

subject to these constraints. A diverse set of response partitionings is possible. Even with no change in interhemi-

spheric forcing a strengthening AMOC requires a weakening HC (c, d), or vice-versa, due to atmosphere-ocean

competition for a fixed amount of required energy transport. That is, the two cells’ responses can be prone to

negatively covary.
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(a) Insolation perturbation (b) Precipitation (c) Cross-equatorial heat transport

FIG. 2. (a) Zonal-mean, annual-mean top-of-atmophere insolation perturbation (solid line) and net radiative

flux responses (dotted line). (b): Zonal-mean, annual-mean precipitation responses. (c): Annual-mean cross-

equatorial heat transport responses of total (grey), atmospheric (blue), and oceanic (brown)—control results are

shown as a baseline.
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FIG. 3. The decomposition of the annual-mean cross-equatorial total heat transport (HTeq) responses. The

HTeq (black) is decomposed into heat transports due to clear-sky shortwave flux (blue), shortwave cloud radiative

effect (CRE) (light blue), clear-sky longwave flux (red), longwave CRE (light red), and oceanic heat content

trend. D means experiment minus control. All radiative fluxes are at the top of atmosphere. Averaging period is

from model year 51 to 200.
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FIG. 4. Scatter plot between the annual-mean cross-equatorial atmospheric heat transport (AHTeq) response

and annual-mean maximum meridional mass streamfunction response at the equator—as a proxy of Hadley

circulation strength. Empty dots are 15-year running-averaged time-series for year 51–200 and the filled dots are

the mean value of them. The strong relationship implies changes in gross moist stability across the experiments

are not significant.
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FIG. 5. The decomposition of the annaul-mean cross-equatorial atmospheric heat transport (green) into merid-

ional mean circulation (orange) and eddy (blue) components. The eddy component include both stationary and

transient eddies.
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(a) Global (b) Atlantic (c) Pacific-Indian

FIG. 6. Annual-mean, cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport (OHT) responses of global (a), Atlantic (b), and

Pacific-Indian (c) ocean [unit: PW]. Different colors show different component of OHT: total (red), dynamic

(light blue), thermodynamic (deep blue), and nonlinear (green). Yellow dots are for OHT normalized by basin

width [unit: 10-7 PW / meter].
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(a) Atlantic

(b) Pacific-Indian

FIG. 7. Annual-mean overturning streamfunction responses for Atlantic (a) and Pacific-Indian basin (b). Right

most panels are total response of control simulation [unit: Sv]. Warm (cold) colors are signed as clockwise

(counter clockwise) circulations. Note that (a) and (b) have different depths and color bars.
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(a) AMOC strength

(b) Atlantic cross-equatorial OHT

(c) STC strength

(d) Pacific-Indian cross-equatorial OHT

FIG. 8. Time series of responses of AMOC strength(a), Atlantic cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport (b),

Pacific-Indian asymmetric subtropical cell strength (c), and Pacific-Indian cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport

(d). A solid line shows 5-year running mean and shading is ± one 5-year running standard deviation. AMOC

strength is defined as a maximum overturning streamfunction within 30�N to 50�N latitude and 600m to 1400m

depth in Atlantic. Pacific-Indian asymmetric subtropical cell strength is defined as a maximum of asymmetric

component of overturning streamfunction within 7�N to 15�N latitude and 0m to 250m depth in Pacific-Indian.
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(a) Global (long) (b) Atlantic (long) (c) Pacific-Indian (long) (g) Correlation

(d) Global (short) (e) Atlantic (short) (f) Pacific-Indian (short)

FIG. 9. Scatter plots of annual-mean time series between tropical precipitation asymmetry index (PAI) and

cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport (OHT) during Year 51 to 200. (top panels) long-term component defined

as 15-year running average; (bottom panels) short-term component defined as anomalies from the long-term

component. (a, d) Global ocean; (b, e) Atlantic ocean; (c, f) Pacific and Indian ocean. Regression lines for all

experiments (grey) and for each experiment (color) are shown only for relationship whose r2 is larger than 0.5.

(g) shows correlation coefficients, r, of long-term (solid line) and short-term (dashed line) with different running

mean windows. Zero running mean window means original time series. Errors bars are 95% confidence interval.
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FIG. 10. Scatter plot between the annual-mean tropical precipitation asymmetry index (PAI) response and the

annual-mean cross-equatorial atmospheric heat transport (AHTeq) response. Empty dots are 15-year running-

averaged time-series for year 51–200 and the filled dots are the mean value of them.
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(a) Sea surface temperature

(b) Total cloud fraction

(c) Shortwave cloud radiative effect

FIG. 11. Annual mean (a) surface temperature, (b) total cloud fraction, and (c) TOA shortwave cloud radiative

effect responses (experiment minus control; except for CTRL) during years 51-200.
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(a) NEIeq[W/m2] (b) AHTeq[PW]

FIG. 12. Annual-mean (a) NEIeqand (b) AHTeq. Errorbar is showing ±1 standard deviation of 15-year

running-averaged time-series. The averaging period is year 51–200.
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FIG. 13. Cross correlation between time series of Labrador Sea upper ocean (0–200m) density and Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) strength, smoothed with a 5-year running mean, with negative val-

ues indicating Labrador Sea density leading.
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FIG. 14. The hemispheric asymmetry of annual-mean tropical sea surface temperature (SST) near the equator

calculated as the difference of mean SST [0�, 14.5�] minus mean SST [-14.5�, 0�] during years 51 to 200.
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Supplemental Figutre S 1. Comparison between (solid) the precipitation asymmetry index and (dashed) pre-

cipitation centroid as alternate measures of the tropical rainfall responses, computed within 20 degrees of the

equator, for an arbitrary time interval of the simulation (years 101-110).
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Supplemental Figutre S 2. Asymmetric component of figure 3b (Pacific-Indian meridional overturning

streamfunction). Following Green and Marshall (2017, J. Climate), Asymmetric component is defined as

y(f) = [y(f)+y(�f)]/2, where y is overturning streamfunction, and f is latittude.
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(a) Global (long) (b) Atlantic (long) (c) Pacific-Indian (long) (g) Correlation

(d) Global (short) (e) Atlantic (short) (f) Pacific-Indian (short)

Supplemental Figutre S 3. Identical to Fig. 9 except that OHTeq) responses are normalized by their respective

total heat transport responses. The grey lines in (g) show the correlation coefficients before normalization, which

are identical to those in Fig. 9g.
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